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Abstract—To minimise AC losses in power dense electrical
machines, multistrand stator windings are routinely employed.
However, the magnitude of AC losses can be highly sensitive to the
strand transposition achieved in the as-manufactured winding,
which can differ significantly from that assumed during design.
This paper employs X-ray Computed Tomography (XCT) to ver-
ify the twisted strand transposition in a compressed aluminium
coil, through the construction of 3D models for each of the strands
within the coil. These models enable the strand transposition
to be verified by qualitative and quantitative means, providing
initial insight into the actual strand transposition achieved at the
mid-point of the coil active length.

Index Terms—computed tomography, strand transposition

I. INTRODUCTION

The adoption of power-dense electrical machines with

excitation frequencies exceeding 1kHz for automotive and

aerospace applications has led to increasing investigation into

the variability present in AC losses within multistrand stator

windings [1], [2]. While multistrand configurations are used

to mitigate skin effect losses, proximity and bundle-level

losses can be exacerbated due to the as-manufactured strand

transposition, especially in random windings [3].

Prior work has defined various idealised strand transpo-

sitions, and these are routinely assumed during the design

and analysis of electrical machine windings [4], [5]. To date

however, there have been limited studies into the characterisa-

tion of strand transposition in as-manufactured windings, and

the identification of complete three-dimensional strand paths

around a coil has yet to be performed [6]. Consequently, for

coil winding technologies that result in significant mechanical

strand-to-strand and strand-to-tool interactions (such as ran-

dom windings [5] and compressed coils [7]), existing AC loss
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estimation methods do not adequately account for the actual

strand transposition achieved during manufacture.

If the strand distribution can be established by non-

destructive means, rather than through sectioning [8] or simu-

lations [9], then a set of representative windings, produced by a

specific manufacturing method can be studied and statistically

evaluated to give insight on the expected bounds and distribu-

tion of winding loss. Such data could then be used to improve

confidence in batch consistency or inform improved modelling

and manufacturing practices. This paper will demonstrate

the use of X-ray Computed Tomography (XCT) and image

processing methods to verify the strand transposition achieved

in an as-manufactured compressed aluminium coil. Qualitative

and quantitative means are used to characterise the strand

transposition, along with a discussion on the wider exploitation

and challenges of XCT-derived 3D models of stator windings.

II. COMPRESSED MULTISTRAND ALUMINIUM COILS

Compressed aluminium coils have been proposed as a

method to increase fill factors and reduce mass in power-

dense electrical machines [1], [8]. This paper considers the coil

shown in Fig. 1, consisting of 10 turns of 8 parallel ‘strands-in-

hand’. The manufacturing process to achieve a 70% fill factor

has been described previously [10]. Continuity tests of each

coil strand showed no fractures occurred during manufacture.

Prior to coil winding and compression, the 8 parallel strands

were twisted to achieve a uniform strand transposition through-

out the winding to reduce the AC losses of the multistrand

configuration [10]. Pre-twisting of the wire was proposed as

an alternative to high-cost to Litz windings, which can also

present manufacturing challenges [11], and to improve the

conductor fill. As a result of the adoption of the pre-twisting

method, the achieved strand transposition in the manufactured



Fig. 1. Compressed multistrand aluminium coil

coil must be verified in order to validate the assumptions used

during modelling of the coil. Whilst a prototype coil has been

available for AC loss testing, the cost associated with future

design cycles could be reduced through better representing the

achieved strand transposition within modelling approaches.

A. X-Ray Computed Tomography

Within XCT, repeated 2D X-ray projections of an object

are taken from different orientations, to generate a 3D model

of the object and internal structures [6]. As a result, XCT

provided a method to see within the compressed coil structure

to support the verification of the achieved strand transposition.

Previous work by the authors performed an XCT scan in

which the field of view encompassed half of the coil active

length and one end winding [6]. In order to verify the strand

transposition, the full coil would need to be scanned to enable

each of the 8 parallel strands to be traced throughout the coil.

To scan the full coil, a ‘stitch’ scan was performed using

a Zeiss Xradia Versa 620 X-ray Microscope. Within a stitch

scan, multiple XCT scans are performed focusing on different

regions of the object, which are then combined into a single

dataset. To scan the full coil, 5 individual XCT scans were

required, divided along the active length direction of the coil.

Each scan achieved a resolution defined by a voxel (i.e. a 3D

volumetric pixel) size of 47µm at a tube voltage of 100kV, 1

second exposure and a magnification of 0.4x. Approximately

7 hours of scan time was required for the complete coil.

Reconstruction of the X-ray projection resulted in XCT ‘slices’

and example slices are shown in Fig. 2, in which strand

deformation throughout the coil can be observed.

III. VOLUME SEGMENTATION PROCESS

The output of the XCT scan is the stack of image slices,

which is the 3D voxel representation of the coil geometry. It

is important to note that within this representation, all voxels

are independent to one another and volume segmentation

methods are required to link each voxel within the 3D space

to individual objects (e.g. strands) within the coil geometry.

Fig. 2. Example XCT slices of a) the active length and b) end winding cross-
section

While manual segmentation is an option, whereby a user

would highlight each pixel in each XCT slice associated

with a given object (e.g. a conductor cross-section), for a

compressed coil consisting of up to 160 conductor cross-

sections over 2,000 XCT slices, automatic and semi-automatic

volume segmentation methods are required.

For the compressed coil XCT stack, the MATLAB® Image

Processing ToolboxTM was used to perform volume segmen-

tation. Volume segmentation is achieved through identifying

changes in the image greyscale intensity, or boundaries in

a binary image, as edges of an object. As the multistrand

coil XCT volume comprises of a large number of objects of

near-identical density, additional image processing as detailed

previously and as shown in Fig. 3 was required [6].

For the active length of the coil, where the conductor cross-

section shapes and position only vary by limited amounts slice-

to-slice, volume segmentation was successfully performed

through connecting voxels in each contiguous area across an

individual slice, as well as between adjacent slices in the

XCT stack. However, it was found in some areas of the

active length two strands would be incorrectly joined following

segmentation along with incorrect segmentation within the end

winding region due to the complexity of the strand paths.

Consequently, the coil was divided into the sub-volumes

shown in Fig. 4, each separated by a specific XCT slice.

To enhance the volume segmentation in the end windings

and incorrectly segmented active length sections, watershed

segmentation was employed across the sub-volumes. The

watershed process segments images and volumes through

identifying greyscale intensity ‘ridgelines’ and uses these as

the boundary between objects [12]. Such an approach however,

can lead to over-segmentation, where individual objects are

segmented into sub-objects and Fig. 5 provides a visual

comparison between XCT slices segmented via contiguous

binary regions and the watershed approach. It can also be

observed from Fig. 5b that the watershed approach can also

lead to the obliteration of conductor cross-sections, along with

an increase in computational memory requirements and the



Fig. 3. The XCT slice processing required prior to volume segmentation

Fig. 4. Definition of XCT seed slices for strand tracing

impact of this is discussed in Section V. The 5 sub-volume

positions shown in Fig. 4 are therefore a result of minimising

the computational expense of processing the large number of

sub-objects, along with targeting the segmentation strategy to

the characteristics of each sub-volume.

In order to perform volume segmentation in the sub-volumes

requiring watershed segmentation, the semi-automatic pro-

cedure developed previously was employed [6]. Within this

process, the conductor ‘seed’ positions within the slice at the

sub-volume boundary, along with the expected strand path

defined as a vector, are used to find the watershed volumes

associated with a strand. The closest watershed volume that

is penetrated by the search vector is assumed to belong to the

current strand. The process is semi-automatic as it proposes

the next most likely watershed volume to the user, who can

then accept the current volume, or state an alternative [6].

A. Strand Tracing Procedure

Application of the binary contiguous and watershed segmen-

tation approaches resulted in the extraction of 648 volumes

across the coil geometry. The next phase of the volume

segmentation process was to associate each of these seg-

mented volumes to one of the 8 strands within the coil. This

Fig. 5. a) contiguous binary segmentation in the active length and b)
watershed segmentation in the end winding

was achieved through using the ‘seed’ XCT slices that lay

between each of the sub-volumes. Through identifying the

pair of segmented volumes associated with each conductor

cross-section for the seed slice, links between the segmented

volumes could be automatically grouped until complete strands

were formed. This resulted in each strand being defined by the

voxels contained within 81 independent segmented volumes.

IV. THREE-DIMENSIONAL STRAND AND COIL MODELS

The output of the XCT and volume segmentation permitted

a 3D model of the coil to be constructed. Fig. 6a shows the 3D

rendering of the coil. It is important to note however that the

3D render is based purely on the greyscale intensity values

of the original XCT scan stack and therefore provides no

information regarding the strand transposition within the coil.

Of more utility within future studies (see Section V), are the

3D models consisting of the grouped segmented volumes for

each strand. As these models list all of the voxels associated

with each of the 8 strands within the winding, they can be

used as a proxy for where the strand path exists in 3D space

and hence define the 3D geometry of each individual strand

when paired with the known voxel size of 47µm.

A 3D model of an individual strand is shown in Fig. 6b,

along with the position of the strand relative to the point cloud

of segmented volume centroids in Fig. 6c. The complex strand

path can be clearly observed in Fig. 6c. The 8 individual

strand 3D models are combined to produce a 3D model of the

compressed coil, as shown in Fig. 7, which replicates both the

strand path and how the conductor cross-section varies along

the stand length due to deformation during manufacture.
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Fig. 6. a) 3D rendering of coil, b) 3D model of a strand and c) 3D strand
model with segmented volume centroids

Strand 1 Strand 2

Strand 3 Strand 4

Strand 5 Strand 6

Strand 7 Strand 8

Fig. 7. 3D strand and coil models

A. Verification of Strand Transposition

Upon generation of the 3D models for each of the 8 strands,

verification of the target twisted strand transposition could be

performed. From visual inspection of the coil, 3D rendering

and models shown in Fig. 6a and 7 respectively, twisting of the

strands is evident on the surface of the coil. However, the vast

majority of the strand transposition will be present in the coil

interior, and it is not clear to what extent the compression of

the coil during manufacture could have disturbed the strand

transposition. Regarding the strand transposition within the

coil, Fig. 8 shows 2 strands and the twisting transposition of

the strands can be seen throughout the coil.

It was proposed that the strand transposition could be

verified in a quantitative manner through computing the centre

of mass position for each strand, and comparing these values to

x
y

z

Fig. 8. Evidence of twisted strand transposition between Strands 4 and 5

a datum of the coil’s overall centre of mass. The centre of mass

for each strand could be estimated using the average position

of the voxels that form each segmented volume associated with

a given strand, and the centre of mass position was defined in

the following three directions (see Fig. 6a):

• x - positive left to right across the slot width

• y - positive from slot opening to slot back

• z - positive away from terminals along the active length

The deviation in the strand centre of mass position with

respect to the coil centre of mass is given in Table I. These

values are stated as a percentage of the coil dimension with

which they are aligned (e.g. y is relative to the coil slot depth).

As can be observed from Table I, the majority of strands

demonstrate centre of mass positions that are within 1% of

the overall coil centre of mass. Whilst the values related

to an idealised strand transposition would be challenging to

define due to the coupling of the strand transposition and the

compression of the coil, the values presented in Table I could

provide a benchmark for future manufacturing studies.

Table I suggests that Strand 4 lies closer to the slot opening

than the other strands due to the larger negative value, poten-

TABLE I
STRAND CENTRE OF MASS DEVIATION

Strand

Centre of Mass %

of Coil Dimension

x y z

1 -2.5 0.7 0.2

2 -1.9 0.9 0.1

3 1.0 0.9 -0.2

4 0.6 -2.2 -0.1

5 0.4 -0.7 -0.4

6 0.6 0.3 0.7

7 1.0 -0.6 0.0

8 0.9 0.8 -0.1



tially leading to increased AC losses within this strand due

to increased flux linkage at the slot opening [4]. Table I also

suggests that Strands 1 and 2 tend towards the ‘left’ hand side

of the coil when looking towards the terminal end.

B. Strand and Turn Identification in Active Length

To further characterise the strand transposition achieved

within the coil, the strand transposition at the active length

mid-point, with reference to the XCT slice at this location,

was defined. As the mid-point of the active length aligned

with a ‘seed’ XCT slice used during construction of the 3D

models, the strand transposition across the slot depths for

the ‘go’ and ‘return’ side could be easily identified from the

segmented volume pairing performed in Section III-A. The

resulting strand transposition is shown in Fig. 9, where the

colours and numbers identify which of the 8 parallel strands

that the conductor cross-section relates to. Qualitatively, it can

be observed that strands are well dispersed across the slot

depths. Of note from Fig. 9 is the clustering of Strand 4 turns

towards the slot opening, and the close position of two turns

of Strand 1 to the left hand side of the slot depths. Both of

these observations support the results shown in Table I.

From super-imposing each strand 3D model onto the mid-

active length seed XCT slice (see Fig. 10), the turn number

associated with each conductor cross-section could also be

identified, through tracing the path of the strand from terminal

to terminal and progressively labelling each conductor cross-

section. The resulting strand turn assignment is shown in

Fig. 11 where the colour represents the strand number and

numbers represent the turn. The grouping of turn bundles is

further highlighted in Fig. 12, where some turns are observed

to conform to the original twisted bundle shape (i.e. Turns

1 and 10), whilst others have been flattened across the slot

depth during compression, such as Turns 2, 3 and 6. Such

information could support voltage stress analysis [13], [14].

V. USE AND CHALLENGES OF XCT DERIVED MODELS

The most evident exploitation opportunity for the strand and

turn assignments derived from 3D models is the use of such

information in the modelling of multistrand windings that are

subject to variable conductor lays. For example, knowledge

of the typical conductor lays and strand paths in coils of a

Fig. 9. Identified strand transposition at mid-active length

Fig. 10. Turn tracing procedure (Strand 8 shown)

given manufacturing process can improve existing 2D Finite

Element Analysis (FEA) estimates of AC losses as previously

described by the authors [5].

A 2D FEA model was constructed to establish how AC loss

modelling practices could be enhanced for future design cycles

without relying on physical prototypes. Using the dedicated

FEA methodology previously defined [6], it was found that

the AC to DC loss ratio at 1.2kHZ was KAC = 1.8 for both

the go and return slots shown in Fig. 9. An alternative approach

for modelling even strand distributions due to twisting is to

randomly allocate the strand turns to the conductor cross-

sections [6]. However, a 500-iteration Monte Carlo Simulation

produced a mean value of KAC = 2.8 and 2.7 for the go and

return slots respectively and KAC = 1.8 lies below the 5th per-

Fig. 11. Identified turn positions at mid-active length



Fig. 12. Identified turn bundles at mid-active length

centile of the estimated AC loss variability. This demonstrates

the importance of accurately modelling conductor positions

during design to account for the AC loss reduction provided

by the twisted strand transposition. These results reinforce the

need to verify strand transpositions achieved by manufacture

to ensure representative AC loss estimates.

A study into how AC loss estimates vary along the active

length with the strand transposition could also be performed

through constructing 2D models at various slices along the ac-

tive length, from which the strand and turn assignment is then

populated from the 3D models. However, the 3D models do

not currently present a robust method for identifying the strand

transposition at an arbitrary location. This is due to voids

forming on the 3D model interior during volume segmentation.

This could be overcome by extracting surface points of the

existing models and re-generating the 3D geometry, however

such an approach would require a significant computational

memory not available for the current paper (>16GB RAM).

Finally, the generation of 3D models from the XCT data

could permit 3D FEA of the actual winding geometry to

be performed through discretisation of the geometry into an

FEA mesh. Such 3D models would be able to accurately

account for the varying strand conductor cross-sections and

transposition within the compressed winding. In addition, the

accurate modelling of end winding inductance is key to ac-

curate electromagnetic FEA estimations and consequently, the

XCT derived 3D models could permit the accurate modelling

of end winding geometries, similar to Winterborne et al. [15].

VI. CONCLUSION

Significant assumptions are currently required during the de-

sign of power-dense multistrand windings, both in random and

compressed coil configurations. X-ray Computed Tomography

(XCT) provides a route to characterising the internal structures

of electric machine windings and this paper demonstrated

the generation of 3D models for each of the strands in

a multistrand compressed aluminium coil. Beyond verifying

the strand transposition in the compressed aluminium coil

considered within this study, it is anticipated that the workflow

presented within this paper will support future advancements

in the 3D design, modelling and optimisation of high fill and

low loss multistrand stator windings.
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